
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

H
owwillwe choose research

objectives in our pursuit of sci-
ence during the next 100 years?
With our rapidly improving
ability to gather and organize

data on a global scale, scientists are in a
position to investigate new questions faster
than previously imagined. For instance,
1.5x1010 nucleotide bases from more than
100,000 species have been sequenced and
deposited in GenBank. One mouse click
brings a gene sequence, its chromosomal
position, and the appropriate literature ref-
erences to our desktop. 

What are the research consequences of
these developments in information tech-
nology? Are scientists in danger of becom-
ing investigators who react to incoming
scientific data, or will they continue to be
creative forces who guide the direction of
future scientific pursuits based on curios-
ity and intellectual interest? 

One model for this change in research
approach lies in the transformation of two
systems that usually are regionally
based (information and economics)
into globally based systems. Because
the scientific enterprise is part of the
global information network, it is worth
reflecting on the paradigm changes in
economics as we consider the future of
scientific research.

Regional economic decisions tradi-
tionally have been determined by local
ideology. However, at the end of the
20th century, market reactions had a far
greater influence on individual human
actions than the reverse. With our abil-
ity to generate and organize large
amounts of information, news travels
so fast that news itself becomes a com-
modity. Fewer undesired outcomes are
occurring, and the direction of the
economy is better controlled. Quanti-
tative responses are replacing intuitive
predictions. For example, when the
Mexican peso crashed in the 1990s,
other markets—especially the United
States—were able to move quickly to
avert global market collapse. Global-
ization means rapid collection of wide-
spread data, centralization of data, and

then rapid reaction to information. In this
paradigm, fast information redux provides
damped control on the pendulum swing
of the global economy. 

The scientific enterprise is now accu-
mulating massive amounts of data in many
arenas. Two of the best-known examples
are the genome-sequencing projects and
the acquisition of global climate data. In
addition, technological developments now
permit individual investigators to perform
global analyses, for example, using gene-
and protein-chip technologies or combi-
natorial chemistry. These efforts have
resulted in the development of large data-
bases, some public and some proprietary.
Moreover, there is a movement to extend
the high-energy physics model and cen-
tralize an archive of the published scien-
tific literature in a public location with-
out charge for access. Scientists are
accumulating extraordinary amounts of
information, and the scientific informa-
tion network is globalizing. 

With globalization, we can react faster
and, hopefully, move rapidly in a fruitful
research direction. However, we may
respond to the immediate information at
hand rather than investing time in inter-
preting and analyzing the information. Pol-
icy makers and funding directors may rely
on the immediate result in making deci-
sions about supported or targeted research
directions as well as political decisions. 

Market-driven scientific research will
likely yield lots of applied results in the
short term. What will the long-term con-
sequences be? Is scientific research in jeop-
ardy of becoming a reactive, market-driven
investigation rather than relying on the
creative, intuitive, and speculative choices
of individual scientists? The impact of
swift direction changes may be positive if
a monetary market crisis is averted before
global economic disaster occurs. But
would the structure and reactivity of nitric
oxide (NO) have been studied a decade
before the physiological importance of
NO and its synthase were identified with-
out the intuitive interest of inorganic
chemists? Would the immediate discov-
ery of Viagra have been made if the long-
term groundwork into NO reactivity had
not already existed?

The question we must contemplate is,
do we want scientific research to follow
this global paradigm? The goals of a strong

economy and a strong scientific
research enterprise should be differ-
ent. The goal of the first is stability; the
goal of the second is investigating that
which is not understood. Do we know
what research discoveries should be
made in the next 100 years? It is impor-
tant not to react to incoming data but
to pursue creative research that
includes analysis and requires innova-
tion to answer fundamental questions.
Researchers who pave roads where
footpaths exist should balance their
need to be immediately relevant with
their potential for being recognized
as brilliantly prescient 20, 50, or 100
years from now by considering new
trails through uncharted but neces-
sary territory.
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